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Abstract
We consider actions of non-compact simple Lie groups preserving an analytic rigid geometric
structure of algebraic type on a compact manifold. The structure is not assumed to be uni-
modular, so an invariant measure may not exist. Ergodic stationary measures always exist, and
when such a measure has full support, we show the following.
1) Either the manifold admits a smooth equivariant map onto a homogeneous projective
variety, defined on an open dense conull invariant set, or the Lie algebra of the Zariski closure of
the Gromov representation of the fundamental group contains a Lie subalgebra isomorphic to
the Lie algebra of the acting group. As a corollary, a smooth non-trivial homogeneous projective
factor does exist whenever the fundamental group of M admits only virtually solvable linear
representations, and thus in particular when M is simply connected, regardless of the real rank.
2) There exist explicit examples showing that analytic rigid actions of certain simple groups
(of real rank one) may indeed fail to have a smooth projective factor.
3) It is possible to generalize Gromov’s theorem on the algebraic hull of the representation of
the fundamental group of the manifold to the case of analytic rigid non-unimodular structures,
for actions of simple groups of any real rank.
An important ingredient in the proofs is a generalization of Gromov’s centralizer theorem
beyond the case of invariant measures.
1 Introduction and statements of main results
Our purpose here is to study analytic actions of simple Lie groups on manifolds which preserve
a rigid analytic geometric structure of algebraic type. These structures have been introduced in
the foundational work [G1] as a generalization of Cartan’s notion of structures of finite type. The
study of rigid structures, both for their own sake and also in connection with rigidity theory for
group actions [Z3] has attracted quite a bit of attention (see e.g. [CQB] [F][FZ][QB] and references
therein). We note however that most of the work carried out on group actions preserving rigid
structures concentrated on the case of unimodular structures. This assumption is used extensively
in a number of considerations, particularly in providing an invariant volume form and thus an
invariant measure on the manifold, to which considerations related to Borel density theorem and its
generalizations can be applied. However, such an assumption leaves out some very interesting and
natural examples, such as conformal pseudo-Riemannian and other conformal structures (see [BN]
and [FrZe] for some recent work in this direction).
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Here we consider general, not neceessarily unimodular structures, dispensing with the assumption
of an invariant volume form, and assuming only the existence of an ergodic stationary measure of
full support. We thus introduce the following :
Definition. Rigid analytic stationary systems. A rigid analytic stationary system (M,ω,G, ν)
is a compact connected analytic manifold, with rigid analytic geometric structure of algebraic type ω,
a connected non-compact almost simple Lie subgroup G ⊂ Aut(M,ω) with finite fundamental group,
and an ergodic probability measure ν of full support on M , which is stationary under an admissible
measure µ on G (we suppress µ in the notation).
Our first main result is then as follows :
Theorem 1.1. Fundamental group and the existence of a smooth projective factor.
Let (M,ω,G, ν) be a rigid analytic stationary system. Then one of the following holds :
1. There exists a generic (i.e., open dense co-null) G-invariant subset M0 ⊆ M and a smooth
G-equivariant map M0 → G/Q, where Q is a proper parabolic subgroup.
2. The Lie algebra of the Zariski closure of the image of the fundamental group under the Gromov
representation contains a Lie subalgebra isomorphic to g.
In particular, a rigid analytic stationary system admits a non-trivial generic smooth homogeneous
projective factor if the fundamental group of M admits only virtually solvable linear representations.
As we shall see below, every smooth G-manifold with ergodic stationary measure of full support
admits a unique maximal projective factor of the form G/Q with the factor map defined and smooth
on a generic set. Thus Theorem 1.1 shows that this factor is non-trivial whenever the fundamental
group is amenable, or more generally does not contain a free group on two generators.
As to the necessity of the assumptions in Theorem 1.1, we note that rigid analytic stationary
systems do not always admit smooth projective factors, even when the stationary measure is not
invariant. This is demonstrated by the following :
Theorem 1.2. Examples for real rank one groups. Let G = SO0(n, 1) for some n ≥ 2, and
µ an admissible measure on G. Then there exists an analytic action of G on a compact analytic
manifold M , with a rigid analytic geometric structure of algebraic type ω preserved by G, such that
1. M has a unique G-ergodic µ-stationary measure ν, and ν is of full support on M and not
G-invariant (ν is in addition P -mixing, see [NZ1]).
2. M does not admit a non-trivial generic smooth projective factor. In fact it does not even admit
a non-trivial measurable projective factor, for any G-quasi-invariant measure. In addition, the
G-action on M is everywhere locally free.
We now turn to a generalization of Gromov’s results regarding rigid analytic structures from the
measure-preserving case to the stationary case. We will thus be able to obtain significant information
regarding the algebraic structure of the fundamental group of the manifold, as well as on the action
of G onM . This information is valid for simple groups of any real rank, including one. We formulate
below a generalization of Gromov’s representation theorem [G1][Z3, Thm. 1.5], formulated originally
for unimodular structures (where the maximal measurable projective factor is necessarily trivial).
In our present context the structure may not be unimodular, and the maximal projective factor
gives rise to a certain parabolic subgroup Q which replaces G in the conclusion of the representation
theorem, so that when the stationary measure is invariant the results coincide.
Before stating this generalization we introduce the following notation. Let Q be any proper
parabolic subgroup of G, and write the Langlands decomposition as Q = MQAQNQ. Denote by
Q0 = M
′
QAQNQ the co-compact subgroup of Q obtained by requiring that M
′
Q contains exactly
the simple factors of MQ which are non-compact. We recall that any stationary measure ν has a
representation as a convolution ν = ν˜0 ∗λ, where λ is a uniquely determined P -invariant probability
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measure, P a minimal parabolic subgroup, and ν˜0 is a probability measure on G. Furthermore,
we recall that (M, ν) has a maximal (measurable) projective factor G/Q(X.ν), where Q(X, ν) is a
uniquely determined standard parabolic subgroup. In general, if we denote by Q = Qλ the stability
group of the measure λ, we have Qλ ⊂ Q(X, ν) and Qλ may be a proper subgroup. The extension
M → G/Q(X, ν) is called a measure-preserving extension if the measure λ is indeed invariant under
Q(X, ν) (see [NZ1] and [NZ2] for a full discussion). We refer to §3 for further details on the notation
and terminology used in the statement below.
Our second main result is as follows :
Theorem 1.3. Generalization of Gromov’s representation theorem. Let (M,ω,G, ν) be a
rigid analytic stationary system, and assume that it is a measure-preserving extension of its maximal
projective factor. Consider the image Γ of the Gromov representation of the fundamental group
pi1(M) in GL(z), where z is the Lie algebra of Killing fields on M˜ commuting with g. Let Γ denote
the Zariski closure of Γ. Then precisely one of the following holds :
1. The G-action is generically locally free, and then the Lie algebra of Γ has q0 as a sub-quotient.
Namely Lie(Γ) contains a sub-algebra which has a factor algebra containing an isomorphic
copy of the Lie algebra q0 of the group Q0 associated with Q.
2. On a generic set M0, the connected components of all stability groups are mutually conjugate
and of positive dimension, the generic smooth maximal projective factor G/Qs is non-trivial,
and M0 is diffeomorphic to the induced action G ×Qs Y , where Y ⊂ M0 is a Qs-invariant
submanifold.
Note that when the stationary measure is G-invariant, the first case of Theorem 1.3 applies and
we retrieve a version of Gromov’s representation theorem.
It may happen that the stability group Qλ reduces to the minimal parabolic subgroup P . But
it is often the case that Qλ is as large as it can possibly be, namely Qλ = Q(X, ν). This condition
is equivalent to (M, ν) being a measure-preserving extension of its maximal (measurable) projective
factor. We recall that this holds whenever G is of real rank at least two and the action of G on
(M, ν) is irreducible in the sense defined by [NZ2]. In particular, this holds when the P -action on
(M,λ) is mixing [NZ1].
We refer to §6 for some further results and corollaries of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3.
As to the methods of proof, let us note the following essential ingredients. First, we will show
that it is possible to generalize Gromov’s centralizer theorem beyond the context of simple groups
preserving a unimodular structure. We will establish such a generalization below, relying on and
generalizing some of the arguments presented in [Z3]. Second, we note that in the presence of an
invariant rigid structure of algebraic type, a number of equivariant maps to projective varieties
present themselves naturally. Such a map immediately produces an equivariant projective factor,
unless it is generically constant. We will formulate this below as a general dichotomy, and apply
it to the generic algebraic hull, to the Lie algebra of a generic stability group, and to several maps
defined by evaluation of Killing vector fields. We will thus obtain certain useful reductions which
will be utilized in the course of the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank David Fisher, Charles Frances and Karin
Melnick for their very useful comments.
2 The generic smooth algebraic hull and maximal projective
factor
2.1 The generic smooth algebraic hull
Let M be a manifold, G a Lie group acting smoothly on M , and let η be a G-quasi-invariant finite
Borel measure on M of full support.
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A subset M0 ⊂ M is called generic if it is open, dense and co-null. A map f : M → N is called
generic if it defined on some generic subsetM0 ⊂M and is smooth onM0. IfM and N are G-spaces
a G-equivariant generic map is a generic map defined on some G-invariant generic subset satisfying
f(gm0) = gf(m0), for g ∈ G and m0 ∈M0.
If P → M is a principal H-bundle, then by a generic reduction of P to a subgroup L ⊆ H we
mean a smooth reduction defined on a generic set, i.e., a smooth H-equivariant map P1 → H/L,
where P1 is an H-invariant generic set. If G acts on P by principal bundle automorphisms, a
G-invariant generic reduction is a G-invariant reduction defined on a G-invariant generic set P1.
Proposition 2.1. Generic smooth algebraic hull. Assume G acts topologically transitively on
M (for example, ergodically on (M, η), where η has full support), and P → M is a principal H-
bundle on which G acts by bundle automorphisms. Suppose H is real algebraic. Then there is an
algebraic subgroup L ⊆ H such that
1. There is a G-invariant generic reduction of P to L.
2. If L′ ( L and L′ is algebraic, then there is no such reduction.
3. L is unique up to conjugacy in H with respect to properties (1) and (2).
4. If there is a G-invariant generic reduction of P to J , then some conjugate of J contains L.
Definition 2.2. The group L is called the generic smooth (or C∞) algebraic hull of the G-action
on P .
Remark 2.3. 1. Proposition 2.1, its proof and Definition 2.2 are analogues of the measurable
algebraic hull (see e.g. [Z1]). The generic smooth algebraic hull was first introduced in [Z4].
2. Similar arguments establish the existence of the Cr generic algebraic hull, of an action on a
principal bundle, for any r ≥ 0. A full discussion can be found in [F].
Let us illustrate this notion by the following example, which will appear repeatedly below. Let
G be a Lie group, and consider its action on M × g, the product vector bundle, where G acts on g
via Ad. Consider the associated principal bundle M × GL(g). Then the generic smooth algebraic
hull L ⊆ GL(g) obviously satisfies L ⊆ Zcl(Ad(G)), Zcl denoting the closure in the Zariski topology.
Recall also that the image of a real algebraic group under a rational representation is of finite
index in its Zariski closure. We will apply this fact for G semisimple or for the group AQNQ (where
Q =MQAQNQ is a parabolic subgroup), and the representations Ad(G) and Adg(AQNQ).
2.2 Generic smooth maximal projective factor
Recall that a compactly supported probability measure µ on an lcsc group G is called admissible if
some convolution power is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure, and the support of
µ generates G. If G acts measurably on a standard Borel space X , a Borel probability measure ν is
called µ-stationary if µ ∗ ν = ν, namely for every f ∈ L1(X, ν)
∫
G
∫
X
f(gx)dν(x)dµ(g) =
∫
X
f(x)dν(x) .
The pair (X, ν) is called a (G,µ)-space. We can now state
Proposition 2.4. Generic smooth maximal projective factor Let G be a connected non-
compact semisimple Lie group with finite center, and M a manifold on which G acts smoothly. Let
µ be an admissible probability measure on G, and ν an ergodic µ-stationary measure of full support.
Then there exists a parabolic subgroup Q ⊂ G, with the following properties :
1. There exists a generic smooth G-equivariant factor map φ :M0 → G/Q, satisfying also φ∗(ν) =
ν0, where M0 ⊂M is generic and G-invariant, ν0 the unique µ-stationary measure on G/Q.
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2. G/Q is the unique generic smooth maximal homogeneous projective factor of M , namely any
other such factor of M is also a factor of G/Q. In particular the parabolic subgroup Q is
uniquely determined up to conjugation.
3. The map φ is generically unique, namely any other G-equivariant generic smooth map ψ :
M1 → G/Q agrees with φ on a G-invariant generic set.
Proof. The existence of a unique maximal homogeneous projective factor was proved for the mea-
surable category in [NZ2, Lemma 0.1], and the same proof applies without change in the present
set-up as well.
Definition 2.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.4, G/Q is called the generic smooth max-
imal projective factor of the G-action on (M, ν).
2.3 The smooth algebraic hull along orbits
In our analysis below, G will act smoothly on a manifold M with tangent bundle TM , and we
will have cause to be interested in the sub-bundle TO consisting of the tangents to the G-orbits,
particularly when the G-action is locally free. An important role will be played by the generic smooth
algebraic hull along the orbits, particularly when the action is generically locally free. Recall first
that for a Lie group G and the associated principal bundle M ×GL(g), (a conjugate of) the generic
smooth algebraic hull L must be contained in Zcl(Ad(G)) ⊆ GL(g).
We can now state the following result, which will play an important role below.
Proposition 2.6. Generic smooth algebraic hull along orbits.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and no compact factors, acting
smoothly on a manifold M . Let µ be an admissible probability measure on G.
1. If ν is an ergodic µ-stationary measure on M of full support, then the generic smooth algebraic
hull L for the action of G on the bundle M × GL(g) is of finite index in Zcl(Ad(G)) if and
only if the generic smooth maximal projective factor of (M, ν) is trivial.
2. Let Q ⊂ G be a proper parabolic subgroup with Langlands decomposition Q =MQAQNQ. The
measurable algebraic hull L0 of the action of the group AQNQ ⊂ Q on M ×GL(g) w.r.t. an
ergodic invariant probability measure λ on M is of finite index in Zcl(Adg(AQNQ)).
Proof. 1. If L is of finite index in Zcl(Ad(G)), thenM does not admit a generic smooth equivariant
map to any variety of the form G/H if H is algebraic of positive codimension. In particular,
there exists such a map to the variety G/Q only if Q = G. Conversely, if L has positive
codimension in Zcl(Ad(G)) then M does admit a non-trivial projective factor. Indeed, it
follows from Proposition 3.2 of [NZ2] that any positive dimensional algebraic variety of the
form G/L which supports a µ-stationary measure must factor over G/Q for some Q ( G.
2. L0 ⊂ Zcl(Adg(AQNQ)) and there exists an equivariant map M → Zcl(Adg(AQNQ))/L0, so
the algebraic variety Zcl(Adg(AQNQ))/L0 has an AQNQ-invariant probability measure, the
image of λ. As is well-known, AQNQ does not have algebraic subgroups of finite covolume,
and any AQNQ-invariant probability measure on any algebraic variety must be supported on
fixed points of AQNQ in its action on the variety. On the other hand AQNQ has finitely many
orbits on the variety, since it is of finite index in its Zariski closure. It follows that L0 contains
Adg(AQNQ) and is of finite index.
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2.4 Projective factors and local freeness
Let G be a connected lie group acting smoothly on a manifold M . For any m ∈M , we can consider
the stability group stG(m), and its Lie algebra stG(m). Consider the map m 7→ stG(m), from M to
Gr(g) =
∐dimG
k=0 Grk(g), the disjoint union of the Grassmann varieties of k-dimensional subspaces of
g. This map is obviously G-equivariant (where G acts on g via Ad), and measurable (see e.g. [NZ2,
§3] or [Da1]). Given an ergodic G-quasi-invariant measure η on M , the values of this map will be
almost surely concentrated in a single G-orbit in Gr(g), since the action of G on Gr(g) which is a
disjoint union of algebraic varieties is (measure-theoretically) tame.
Now note that if the measure has full support, we can deduce that on a G-invariant generic setM0
the Lie algebras of stability groups of points inM0 are all in the same Ad(G)-orbit, and in particular
have the same dimension, say d0. Indeed, the G-invariant sets Ud = {m ∈M ; dim stG(m) ≤ d} are
open sets, since the dimension function is upper semi continuous (see [St, §2]). Now Ud0−1 is an
open and hence must be empty, since the measure assigns positive measure to every non-empty open
set, but the dimension of the stability group is almost surely d0. Thus Ud0 = {m ; dim stG(m) = d0}
is a conull, G-invariant open and dense set.
Denoting the latter set by M0, the map m 7→ stG(m) is smooth on M0 (see e.g. the argument of
[St, Lemma 2.10]). Thus we obtain a generic smooth map M0 → G · s, where s is the Lie algebra of
a closed subgroup S. We can write G · s = G/NG(S
0), where S0 is the connected component and
NG(S
0) is its normalizer in G. Thus for a connected semisimple Lie group we can conclude that
(M, η) has a non-trivial homogeneous smooth projective factor whenever NG(S
0) is contained in a
non-trivial parabolic subgroup Q. We can thus conclude the following, which is a generic smooth
version of [NZ2, Prop. 3.1].
Proposition 2.7. Smooth projective factors and local freeness.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and no compact factors, acting
smoothly on a manifold M with ergodic quasi-invariant measure of full support. Then exactly one
of the following three alternatives occur :
1. On a G-invariant generic set M0 ⊂M , the identity components of the stability groups stG(m)
are all conjugate (say to S0) and have positive dimension. The generic smooth maximal pro-
jective factor G/Q is non-trivial, and NG(S
0) ⊂ Q ( G.
2. On a G-invariant generic set the identity components of the stability groups are all equal to a
fixed normal subgroup G1 of G of positive dimension, so that the action of G on the generic
set factors to an action of the group G/G1.
3. On a G-invariant generic set, the G-action is locally free, namely the stability groups are
discrete.
Remark 2.8. We note that we will have below several other (a priori, measurable) G-equivariant
maps which assign to points in M linear subspaces of a finite dimensional space, and that the
argument preceding Proposition 2.7 is completely general, and shows the following. Given such a
map φ, suppose that the dimension function dimφ(m) is upper semi continuous, and the function φ
is smooth on open sets where dimφ(m) is constant. If the linear spaces φ(m) almost surely lie in one
G-orbit (where the measure on M has full support), then there is a generic set where dimφ(m) is
constant and φ is smooth. This will be applied to the map ψ below and others, and the verifications
of the required properties is routine.
3 Rigid geometric structures : orbits of the centralizer
Let G be a connected Lie group acting on a connected manifold M , preserving a rigid analytic
structure of algebraic type [G1], which we denote by ω. Of course, we do not assume ω is unimodular.
We let η denote a G-quasi-invariant finite Borel measure onM , usually assumed to be of full support.
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We will follow the notation and terminology of [Z3], to which we refer for further discussion and
the results cited below. Let ω˜ be the structure on M˜ lifted from ω, and k the space of global vector
fields on M˜ preserving ω˜, namely global Killing fields. Let n be the normalizer of g in k, where we
have g ⊆ k by lifting the action of G to its universal covering group G˜. Let z be the centralizer of g
in k. Thus z ⊆ n ⊆ k. Since g is semi-simple, n = g⊕ z.
pi1(M) acts on k, and n and z are pi1(M)-submodules. Elements of k are lifted from a vector field
onM if and only if they are pi1(M)-invariant. G˜ also acts on k, the derived g-module structure being
simply adk
∣∣
g
. By definition, G˜ commutes with z. The pi1(M)- and G˜-actions commute on M˜ and,
in particular, on k and its submodules. If G acts analytically on the analytic manifold M , rigidity
of the structure ω implies that the space of analytic Killing vector fields k is finite dimensional and
in fact Aut(M,ω) is a Lie group acting analytically on M , see [G1], [Z3, Thm. 2.3].
For each y ∈ M˜ , let Evy : k→ TM˜y be the evaluation map. Write
ψ(y) = {X ∈ g : X(y) ∈ Evy(z)} ⊆ g.
Then ψ is pi1(M)-invariant and G-equivariant (where G acts on g by Ad), and hence factors through
a generic G-map M → Gr(g). If the structure ω is unimodular and M compact, so that there
exists a G-invariant finite volume form, then Gromov’s centralizer theorem is the assertion that, on
a generic set, ψ(y) = g, provided G is simple. This is a key property in the analysis of [G1] and [Z3].
We will generalize this in three respects, allowing non-unimodular structures, stationary measures
rather than invariant ones, and groups more general than simple ones when a probability measure
is assumed to be preserved. We begin with formulating the following generalization of Gromov’s
centralizer theorem [G1][Z3](Cor. 4.3). Consider the rigid structure of algebraic type ω′ on M
consisting of the pair (ω, g). A local automorphism of this structure is a local diffeomorphism which
preserves ω and normalizes g. We define global and infinitesimal (to order k) such automorphisms
similarly. LetM0 ⊆M be the set of points for which infinitesimal automorphisms of ω
′ of sufficiently
high fixed order at m ∈ M0 extend to local automorphisms of ω
′. [cf. the discussion in [G1] and
[Z3](Theorem 2.1).] Then M0 contains a generic set, and in addition is clearly G-invariant, so we
can in fact assume M0 is generic and G-invariant.
Theorem 3.1. Infinitesimal orbits of the centralizer for general groups. Let (M,ω) be a con-
nected analytic compact manifold with a rigid analytic structure of algebraic type. Let H ⊂ Aut(M,ω)
be a connected real algebraic group with finite center, and no proper real algebraic subgroups of finite
co-volume. Assume H preserves an ergodic probability measure λ and is essentially locally free. Let
z be the centralizer of h in the normalizer subalgebra n. Then, for λ-a.e. y ∈M , Evy(z) ⊇ Evy(h).
Proof. Gromov’s argument to prove the centralizer theorem in the case of invariant measure does not
depend on semi-simplicity of G. Rather, it uses two crucial properties of the group, namely that the
adjoint representation has finite kernel and that the Borel density theorem hold (i.e., that the group
should have no algebraic subgroups of co-finite volume.) In addition, the argument requires essential
local freeness of the action, which holds for any measure-preserving action of a simple group. Our
assumptions about the group H and its action on M allow the same argument to proceed without
change. We refer to [Z3, Thm 4.2, Cor. 4.3] or [G1] for details.
Theorem 3.1 will be applied to the action of a parabolic subgroup Q of a simple group G,
preserving a probability measure on the manifold. In this case, we obtain the following simple
relation between global Killing fields centralizing the Q-action and those centralizing the G-action.
Lemma 3.2. Let Q =MQAQNQ be a proper parabolic subgroup of a connected semisimple Lie group
G with finite center and no compact factors. Let G act on a compact manifold preserving a rigid
analytic structure of algebraic type. If a Killing field on M˜ normalizes g and centralizes aQ ⊕ nQ,
then it also centralizes g, namely l = z.
Proof. The space k of global Killing fields is a finite-dimensional g-module, so any vector invariant
under aQ ⊕ nQ is also invariant under g. This follows from the fact that for a proper parabolic
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subgroup Q the subgroup AQNQ is epimorphic in G, namely has the same set of invariant vectors
as G does, in any finite dimensional representation.
Consider now a semisimple Lie group G ⊂ Aut(M,ω), where now the underlying measure ν on
M is assumed to be stationary, for some admissible measure µ on G, namely consider rigid analytic
stationary systems. Note that the G-equivariant map ψ :M → Gr(g) defined above (via evaluation)
always exists, and allows us to modify Gromov’s techniques from [G1] to prove the following.
Theorem 3.3. Projective factors and the evaluation map.
Let (M,ω,G, ν) be a rigid analytic stationary system. Then at least one of the following possi-
bilities holds :
1. for y in a G-invariant generic set, ψ(y) = g.
2. M has a generic smooth maximal projective factor which is non-trivial.
Proof. We apply the trichotomy provided by Proposition 2.7 and the results above, as follows.
First, since ν is stationary, we can let λ be the corresponding P -invariant measure, where P is a
minimal parabolic subgroup (see [NZ1] or [NZ3] for a full discussion). Then ν = ν˜0 ∗ λ, where ν˜0 is
a (compactly supported, absolutely continuous) probability measure on G.
Consider first the case where G is essentially locally free on (M, ν) (and thus also on M˜). It
then follows that, for ν˜0-a.e. g ∈ G, gPg
−1 is essentially locally free on (M, g∗λ). Furthermore, for
ν˜0-almost every g, g∗λ(M0) = 1, if ν(M0) = 1 for the generic set M0. Thus, replacing P and λ
by conjugates under some g ∈ G if necessary, we may assume that P is essentially locally free and
λ(M0) = 1. Applying Theorem 3.1 to the action of APNP , together with Lemma 3.2 we conclude
that ψ(y) 6= 0 for λ-almost all points y ∈M0. Then since ν˜0 ∗ λ = ν, it follows easily that ψ(y) 6= 0
for ν-almost every y ∈ M0. Now clearly dimψ(m) is ν-almost surely constant and if this constant
is smaller than dim g then we can apply the arguments noted in Remark 2.8 to ψ and conclude that
we have a non-trivial generic smooth maximal projective factor.
Otherwise ψ(y) = g ν-almost surely, and we can again apply the argument of Remark 2.8 to
conclude that on a generic set ψ(y) = g, so that case (1) obtains.
We can now therefore consider the case where G is not essentially locally free. Since ν is sta-
tionary, any generic smooth quotient G/L with L a proper algebraic subgroup has a non-trivial
homogeneous projective factor, i.e. a factor of the form G/Q with Q ( G a parabolic subgroup,
as we saw in Proposition 2.7. We therefore obtain a generic smooth non-trivial maximal projective
factor, unless the stability groups are normal on a generic set. This is ruled out by our assumption
that the G-action is faithful and the proof is complete.
Thus, Theorem 3.3 allows us to reduce to the case ψ(y) = g generically, a fact we will use below.
4 Stability subalgebras of the normalizer
We now add some further preparations before taking up the proof of Theorem 1.1. We return to
considering TM , and from now on assume that the G-action is generically locally free, otherwise
there already exists a non-trivial generic smooth maximal projective factor, according to Proposition
2.7 and our assumptions in Theorem 1.1. Then on a generic set we can identify the tangent bundle
to the orbits of G, say TO ⊆ TM with M × g, where G acts on g via Ad. By Proposition 2.6,
either M has a non-trivial generic smooth projective factor or Zcl(Ad(G)) coincides (up to finite
index) with the generic smooth algebraic hull of the action on M × g, and hence on TO. Similarly,
consider the extension of the G-action to an action on the principal bundle P (k)(M) whose fiber at
each point is the space of k-frames. Again, the algebraic hull of this action contains a group locally
isomorphic to G. This therefore enables us to obtain the conclusions of [Z3, Thm. 4.2] exactly as in
the finite measure-preserving case. Namely, we can assume that the smooth generic algebraic hull
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on M × g (and TO) is in fact the Zariski closure of Ad(G) in GL(g) (otherwise the generic smooth
maximal projective factor is already non-trivial).
Remark 4.1. As noted already in the introduction, we are repeatedly using the technique of as-
serting that either there is a non trivial projective factor, or we have a conclusion similar to the
measure-preserving case. This was already applied to three maps from M to projective varieties,
namely to the map associating to a point the Lie algebra of its stability group, to the mapM → G/L
where L is the algebraic hull on the tangent bundle to the G-orbits, and to the map ψ to the Grass-
mann variety Gr(g). We will also use this technique once more in the proof of Theorem 1.1 below,
applying it to the map y 7→ ny defined by the kernel of the evaluation map, where y ∈ M˜ . Of course,
in the measure-preserving case, Borel density is used to eliminate the possibility of a projective
quotient from the outset.
This technique yield also the following results, which we will use below.
Proposition 4.2. Stability Lie algebras.
Let (M,ω,G, ν) be a rigid analytic stationary system. Then either the generic smooth maximal
projective factor is non-trivial, or for y0 in a generic set, there exists a Lie algebra g∆ ⊆ n with the
following properties:
1. All elements of g∆ vanish at y0; i.e., g∆ ⊆ n0 (n0 = ny0 is the kernel of the evaluation map
X 7→ Xy0).
2. g∆ is isomorphic to g, and in fact is the graph in n = g ⊕ z of an injective homomorphism
σ : g→ z. We let g′ = σ(g) be the image in z.
3. Let z0 = zy0 denote the kernel of the evaluation map. Let L be the generic smooth algebraic
hull of the G-action on the principal GL(n)-bundle over M associated with the representation
of pi1(M)→ Γ ⊂ GL(n). Then adn(g∆) acting on z/z0 is contained in the Lie algebra Lie(L) of
the algebraic hull, and L is contained in Γ = Zcl(pi1(M)) ⊂ GL(n). In particular, adz(g∆) =
g′ ⊆ Lie(L) ⊆ Der(z; z0), where the latter is the set of derivations of z leaving z0 invariant.
Proof. Starting with a simple G, by Proposition 2.6 if the generic smooth maximal projective factor
is trivial, then the action is generically locally free, and the generic smooth algebraic hull of the
tangent bundle to the orbits coincides with Zcl(Ad(G)). Given these facts, the method of proof of
[Z3, Thm. 4.2, Cor. 4.3, Thm. 1.5] applies without change.
We let G′ ⊆ L and G∆ ⊂ G × L be the corresponding groups, where G∆ is the graph of
σ : G→ G′ ⊆ L.
Remark 4.3. Let us note that a conclusion similar to that of Proposition 4.2 holds for any connected
Lie group H with finite center, provided its action is ergodic w.r.t. a quasi-invariant measure of full
support, generically locally free, and the generic smooth algebraic hull along the orbits coincides
with with Zcl(Ad(H)) (up to finite index). Under these conditions either the rigid analytic system
admits an H-equivariant non-constant map to a projective variety, or the conclusions 1, 2 and 3
holds. When H is simple, such a map necessarily gives rise to a compact homogeneous projective
factor, as stated.
We now note that the following result on properness of the action on the universal cover, in
analogy with [Z3, Cor. 4.5], which proves properness in the unimodular, measure-preserving case.
Proposition 4.4. Generic properness on the universal cover.
Let (M,ω,G, ν) be a rigid analytic stationary system. Then either the generic smooth maximal
projective factor is non-trivial, or the G˜-action on M˜ is (locally free and) proper on a generic set
M0. Namely, generically the stability groups in G˜ of points in M˜ are compact, and the orbit map
G˜/G˜y → G˜ · y is a diffeomorphism. The same conclusion obtains also under the assumptions in the
last part of Proposition 4.2.
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Proof. Assume the generic smooth maximal projective factor is trivial. We first claim that the
stability groups are generically compact (so in our situation, finite), and the orbit maps G˜/G˜y 7→
G˜ · y ⊂ M˜ , are homeomorphisms (so that orbits are locally closed). Indeed, this follows from the
argument in [Z3, Cor. 4.5], which uses only generic local freeness of the G-action, together with the
fact that generically ψ(y) = g, and its consequence that the local orbits of the centralizer covers the
local orbits of G˜. Now if the orbit G˜y is locally closed, then it is a regular submanifold of M˜ (see
[Va, Thm. 2.9.7]), of dimension dimG and the orbit map is a diffeomorphism.
5 Proof of Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from Proposition 4.2. Indeed, assume that the generic smooth
maximal projective factor of the rigid analytic stationary system is trivial. Then the group L defined
as the generic smooth algebraic hull of the G-action on the principal GL(n)-bundle associated with
the representation pi1(M)→ Γ ⊂ GL(n) has the property that it is contained in the Zariski closure
Γ in GL(n). On the other hand, the Lie algebra of L contains the Lie algebra g′ which is an image
of g under an injective homomorphism, and hence is isomorphic to g.
The last statement follows from the fact that the Zariski closure of a virtually solvable group
has a solvable Lie algebra, which therefore cannot contain a copy of the simple Lie algebra of g as
a subalgebra.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.
Fix G = SO0(n, 1), n ≥ 2, and let Γ be a uniform lattice in G which maps onto a free group
on k ≥ 2 generators. Note that any uniform lattice in G admits a finite index subgroup which
maps onto a non-Abelian free group. Now fix a uniform lattice ∆ ⊂ SO0(1,m), m ≥ 4 which has
a generating set with k elements. Consider the surjective homomorphism from Γ to ∆ obtained by
composition, and let Γ act on the (m− 1)-dimensional sphere via the action of ∆ ⊂ SO0(1,m) as a
group of conformal transformations. As is well-known, the ∆-action, and hence also the Γ action,
is minimal and has no invariant probability measure. Let M denote the action of G induced by
the action of Γ on the (m − 1)-dimensional sphere. It has been shown in [NZ1, Thm. B] that G
has a unique stationary measure on M , which is thus ergodic. This measure is not invariant, since
the sphere does not admit a Γ-invariant measure. Since the Γ-action is minimal on the sphere, the
G-action is minimal on M , and hence any G-quasi-invariant measure has full support. M has the
structure of a smooth bundle over G/Γ with typical fiber an (m − 1)-dimensional sphere, and M
also has the structure of an analytic manifold in the obvious way. To produce an invariant rigid
analytic geometric structure, take the product of the pseudo-Riemannain structure associated with
the Killing form on G/Γ, and the conformal structure on the sphere. When m ≥ 4 the conformal
structure is of finite type and hence rigid, and we refer to [FZ, §3] for a full discussion of the rigidity
of the product structure. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
We divide the proof into the following steps.
1. Let the Lie group G act by bundle automorphisms on the principal bundle M˜ →M with fiber
pi1(M), with an ergodic stationary measure on the baseM of full support. Let Γ be the image
of the fundamental group pi1(M) under the representation into GL(z). Consider the associated
principal GL(z)-bundle over M with fiber GL(z), on which G acts by bundle automorphisms.
Then the (measurable) algebraic hull Lν of the G-action on the GL(z)-bundle is contained in
the Zariski closure Γ of Γ in GL(z) (see [Z3, Prop. 3.4]). To prove Theorem 1.3, we first assume
that the action is generically locally free, and then it suffices to prove that the Lie algebra lν
of the algebraic hull Lν has a factor algebra which contains (an isomorphic copy of) the Lie
algebra q0 of the group Q0 ⊂ Q. We are assuming that Q = Qλ = Q(X, ν) is the parabolic
subgroup stabilizing the measure λ canonically associated to ν. Note that when ν is invariant
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we have ν = λ and so Q = G, and we obtain Gromov’s representation theorem (see [G1] or
[Z3, Thm. 1.5]).
2. Let us denote by Ψ the sub-bundle of the tangent bundle to M whose fiber at a given point
y ∈ M is ψ(y). Recall that ψ(y) consists of the vectors in the tangent space to the G-orbit
at y which are obtained via evaluation of the global Killing vector fields in z at y. Thus by
definition of ψ, Ψ is actually a sub-bundle of the tangent bundle to the G-orbits in M . The
(measurable) algebraic hull L′ν of the G-action on the bundle Ψ is a factor group of Lν , and
we claim that l′ν contains q0.
To establish that, we consider the ergodic measure-preserving action of Q0 on (M,λ). Q0
satisfies the condition of Borel density theorem, and hence by Theorem 3.1, for λ-almost all
points y, the evaluation of the global Killing vectors fields centralizing the action of Q0 covers
the local orbits of Q0. But by Theorem 3.2, since AQNQ is epimorphic for every proper
parabolic subgroup Q, it follows that a global Killing field normalizing g and centralizing q0
necessarily centralizes g. We conclude that for λ-almost all points y, ψ(y) covers the local
orbits of Q0. The Q0-action on (M,λ) is essentially locally free, so we deduce by the Borel
density property that the (measurable) algebraic hull of the Q0-action on Ψ contains the Zariski
closure of Ad(Q0), a group locally isomorphic to Q0.
3. By assumption the maximal projective factor of (M, ν) in the measurable category isG/Q(X, ν),
and M → G/Q(X, ν) is a measure-preserving extension. Thus the G-action on (M, ν) is in-
duced from the Q-action on (M,λ), and it follows that the (measurable) algebraic hull of the
G-action on the bundle Ψ over (M, ν) contains the algebraic hull of the Q-action on the bundle
Ψ over (M,λ). Thus it also contains the algebraic hull of the Q0-action on the bundle Ψ over
(M,λ). Taking parts 1) and 2) into account, we have established that q0 is contained in the
Lie algebra L′ν , which is a factor of the subalgebra lν of the Lie algebra of Γ.
4. Finally, if the action is not generically free, then the first case of Proposition 2.7 applies, and
generically, the connected component of every stability group is conjugate to a fixed connected
group S, with NG(S) ⊂ Qs, Qs defining the generic smooth maximal projective factor, which
is of course non-trivial in this case. Let φ : M0 → G/Qs be the equivariant smooth factor
map, and let Y = φ−1([Qs]). Then Y is a smooth Qs-invariant regular submanifold, andM0 is
equivariantly diffeomorphic to the G-action on the manifold (G×Y )/Qs, namely the G-action
induced from the action of Qs on Y . This fact is general and follows simply from the existence
of a smooth equivariant map onto a homogeneous space.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Let us formulate some corollaries of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3, explicating the consequences
of restrictions imposed on the fundamental group of M . We begin with the following result, estab-
lishing that certain rigid analytic stationary actions must have stability groups of positive dimension.
Theorem 5.1. Manifolds with nilpotent fundamental group. Let (M,ω,G, ν) be a rigid
analytic stationary system, and keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.3. Suppose further that pi1(M)
is virtually nilpotent. Then:
1. The G-action on (M, ν) is not generically locally free.
2. The generic smooth maximal projective factor is non-trivial (and in particular, the stationary
measure is not invariant).
Proof. Note that if the action is generically locally free, then by Theorem 1.3 the Zariski closure
of the image of pi1(M) in GL(z) must have AN as a sub-quotient, where P = MAN is a minimal
parabolic subgroup. But AN is a solvable connected Lie group which is not nilpotent, and the
Zariski closure of a virtually nilpotent group is virtually nilpotent.
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We recall that one case where the stationary system (M, ν) is a measure-preserving extension
of its maximal measurable projective factor (so that Theorem 5.1 applies) is when the action of G
is amenable. Such an action is necessarily induced by an action of a minimal parabolic group (see
[NZ2] for further discussion).
Conversely, any action of a minimal parabolic subgroup P with invariant probability measure
induces an amenable action of G. However the question of whether the induced action carries a
G-invariant rigid analytic structure if the original P -action has an invariant rigid analytic structure
has not been resolved. The following consequence of Theorem 5.1 is relevant in this direction.
Corollary 5.2. Rigid analytic actions of a minimal parabolic subgroup. Let (M0, ω) be
a compact manifold with rigid analytic geometric structure of algebraic type and virtually nilpotent
fundamental group. Assume P ⊂ Aut(M0, ω), where P is a minimal parabolic subgroup of a simple
non-compact Lie group. Let λ be a P -invariant ergodic measure on M0 of full support. If the induced
action carries a G-invariant rigid analytic structure, then generically points in M0 have a stability
group of positive dimension.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that the action of P on M0 is generically locally free. Then so is
the action of G on the manifoldM =M0×P G, namely the action induced to G, with the associated
stationary measure (see [NZ1]). The manifold M still has a virtually nilpotent fundamental group
and a rigid analytic geometric structure of algebraic type preserved by G, by assumption. The
stationary measure is ergodic and of full support, and M is a measure-preserving extension of
G/P . Hence Theorem 5.1 applies, but the first alternative is ruled out by the fact that pi1(M) is
virtually nilpotent, and the second alternative is ruled out also since the G-action is locally free.
This contradiction implies that the P action on M0 has stability groups of positive dimension,
generically.
Remark 5.3. Finally, let us note some consequences that hold whenever the maximal generic
smooth projective factor of a rigid analytic stationary system is non-trivial.
1. The rigid geometric structure in question cannot be unimodular. Indeed, otherwise it defines
an invariant volume form of finite total mass, and this would imply that an invariant probability
measure exists on the projective factor, which is not the case.
2. As a result, under the first alternative in Theorem 1.1, or under Theorem 5.1, the rigid structure
in question cannot be unimodular. More generally,M does not carry any invariant probability
measure of full support.
3. It follows also that the top exterior power of the derivative cocycle cannot be cohomologous
to a trivial cocycle, with integrable transfer function.
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